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Marine heatwaves threaten cryptic coral diversity and
erode associations among coevolving partners
Samuel Starko1,2*, James E. Fifer3, Danielle C. Claar1,4, Sarah W. Davies3, Ross Cunning5,
Andrew C. Baker6, Julia K. Baum1,7*

Climate change–amplified marine heatwaves can drive extensive mortality in foundation species. However, a
paucity of longitudinal genomic datasets has impeded understanding of how these rapid selection events
alter cryptic genetic structure. Heatwave impacts may be exacerbated in species that engage in obligate sym-
bioses, where the genetics of multiple coevolving taxa may be affected. Here, we tracked the symbiotic associ-
ations of reef-building corals for 6 years through a prolonged heatwave, including known survivorship for 79 of
315 colonies. Coral genetics strongly predicted survival of the ubiquitous coral, Porites (massive growth form),
with variable survival (15 to 61%) across three morphologically indistinguishable—but genetically distinct—
lineages. The heatwave also disrupted strong associations between these coral lineages and their algal symbi-
onts (family Symbiodiniaceae), with symbiotic turnover in some colonies, resulting in reduced specificity across
lineages. These results highlight how heatwaves can threaten cryptic genotypes and decouple otherwise tightly
coevolved relationships between hosts and symbionts.
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INTRODUCTION
Extreme climatic events, such as heatwaves, wildfires, floods, and
droughts, have become substantial catalysts for ecological change,
jeopardizing biodiversity and natural ecosystems worldwide (1–3).
Such events are driving factors behind many species range contrac-
tions, extirpations, and invasions (4–8) and may also influence the
genetic makeup of taxa through selection imposed by rapid envi-
ronmental change (9–11). Recent studies have demonstrated that
selection through extreme events can be directional, favoring indi-
vidual genotypes or lineages that carry adaptive traits (10, 12–14).
While this selection may drive adaptation and help taxa persist
through similar types of future events, reductions in the diversity
of genotypes or lineages may limit the capacity for future adaptation
to disturbances of a different nature (15, 16), such as unexpected
stressors and pathogens (17).

In the ocean, some of the most profound impacts of climate
change are experienced during marine heatwaves (5, 18)—pulse
heat stress events in which water temperatures are abnormally
high for unusual lengths of time (19, 20). While it is established
that heatwaves can threaten marine biodiversity by driving conspic-
uous species losses (4, 5, 21), selection imposed during heatwaves
may also drive cryptic losses of diversity within taxa, such as the
loss of morphologically indistinguishable genotypes or cryptic
species that remain challenging to characterize (9, 10, 12). This phe-
nomenon is predicted to be an outcome of extreme climatic events
but, due to the lack of baseline genetic data, has only rarely been

demonstrated in marine systems (10, 12, 22, 23). Losses of cryptic
diversity could have long-term evolutionary consequences for taxa
by limiting their scope for future adaptation (10, 12, 24). For
example, introgression between differentiated lineages or cryptic
species can be a critical mechanism behind rapid adaptation (25,
26), a process that would be hindered by the loss of cryptic diversity.
Our ability to anticipate the true consequences of marine heatwaves
will therefore depend on understanding the extent to which marine
heatwaves drive differential mortality among cryptic genotypes, lin-
eages, or species, thereby altering the genetic makeup of taxa (10).
To date, the few studies that have investigated this phenomenon
have demonstrated that marine heatwaves can alter the relative
abundance of genotypes (12, 22), but linking these patterns to
fitness components, which requires tracking survival and/or repro-
ductive output of individuals, remains a challenge [but see (23)].

Under climate change, tropical reef-building corals may be par-
ticularly susceptible to losses of cryptic diversity, both because
cryptic species complexes are exceptionally common in this group
[e.g., (27–30)] and because corals are highly sensitive to thermal
stress (18). Heatwaves disrupt the critical relationship between
reef-building corals and their obligate endosymbionts (family Sym-
biodiniaceae), causing them to bleach (18, 31, 32) and making them
vulnerable to starvation and disease (33). Intense or prolonged
marine heatwaves can cause mass bleaching and widespread coral
mortality, with profound ecological and socioeconomic impacts
(18). This is especially true given that these ecosystems are the
most biologically diverse and among the most economically valu-
able in the ocean (34). As in a wide range of taxa, molecular inves-
tigations of reef-building corals over the past two or more decades
have drastically reshaped our understanding of their evolution and
diversity [e.g., (27, 32, 35)]. Similar to macroalgae and other inver-
tebrates [e.g., (36, 37)], many morphologically defined coral species
actually represent cryptic species complexes consisting of multiple
morphologically similar, or even indistinguishable, lineages that are
partially or completely reproductively isolated from one another
[e.g., (27–30)]. Moreover, constituent cryptic species or lineages
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often show evidence of introgression, suggesting that they may have
the potential to exchange adaptive genomic diversity (27, 38). Al-
though coral cryptic lineage complexes are common, the number
of studies testing for differences in heat tolerance between cryptic
lineages is limited (39, 40). Moreover, heatwave studies of cryptic
coral lineages tend to assess their bleaching tolerance [e.g., (39)],
rather than their survival [but see (23)], despite the fact that these
two processes can be decoupled (41). Consequently, climate change
may already be threatening the persistence and coexistence of
cryptic lineages, but the lack of genotype-specific time series data
makes this problem challenging to detect. Quantifying differential
mortality across cryptic coral genotypes, lineages, or species will
therefore be essential to understanding and predicting the influence
of future climate change on the diversity and adaptive potential of
threatened coral reefs.

Although a handful of coral studies have tracked the stability of
symbioses through marine heatwaves and shown that differential
bleaching can strongly depend on algal symbionts (11, 39, 41), to
our knowledge, only one has directly assessed the impacts of
these events on the population genetics of coral taxa in natural
systems (23). Moreover, despite growing awareness that cryptic
coral lineages can harbor unique assemblages of symbionts,
which could be the primary determinants of their climate change
vulnerability (or resilience) [e.g., (39, 42)], no study to date has si-
multaneously tested for shifts in both host population genetics and
associated symbiont assemblages through an extreme heatwave
event. Thus, while experimental work points to important function-
al differences between cryptic coral lineages (40, 43, 44), the extent
to which heatwaves may be threatening particular cryptic lineages in
nature remains unclear. Furthermore, given tight associations
between some cryptic lineages and their symbiotic partners (29,
42), it remains an open question how marine heatwaves alter sym-
biont specificity across co-occurring cryptic coral lineages, and if
they potentially threaten rare or heat-sensitive lineages of either
symbiotic partner (11, 45).

Between 2014 and 2017, a series of heatwaves unfolded across
much of the world’s tropical reefs (18, 46). This period, considered
chronologically as the third global coral bleaching event on record,
was unprecedented in terms of the severity, duration, and geograph-
ic spread (46). This event led to mass coral bleaching and mortality
across many coral reefs in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, including
extensive damage to the Great Barrier Reef (18, 41, 47, 48). Species-
level assessments of coral mortality have demonstrated that there
were winners and losers in the face of this widespread bleaching,
with survival varying substantially across coral taxa (47, 49).
However, it is not known whether differential survival during this
global bleaching event affected the genetic composition of coral
species or species complexes, nor how underlying local anthropo-
genic stressors—a feature of virtually all coral reefs—might modu-
late impacts on this critical facet of diversity.

Here, we directly assessed the extent to which marine heatwaves
drive differential mortality across cryptic coral lineages and alter the
specificity of host-symbiont pairings. We focused on one of the
most widespread, ecologically important, and well-studied coral
genera, Porites, and tracked the fate and algal symbiont composition
of individual Porites colonies (massive growth form; identified in
the field as Porites lobata) in the central equatorial Pacific Ocean,
through the third global coral bleaching event. Within this region,
the coral atoll Kiritimati experienced some of the highest levels of

accumulated heat stress ever documented on a coral reef, rivaled
only by nearby Jarvis Island during this same time period (49).
This heatwave lasted 10months (June 2015 to April 2016), imposing
up to ~31.6 degree heating weeks (°C-weeks) on Kiritimati’s coral
reefs (41). Despite this, massive Porites had relatively high survivor-
ship (~80% at some sites), with highly variable bleaching severity
and survival among colonies and sites (49). We leveraged this
extreme climatic event as a natural experiment to directly test
whether coral bleaching susceptibility or survivorship could be pre-
dicted by the genetic identity or lineage of the affected colonies and/
or their associated algal symbionts. To accomplish this, we analyzed
genetic data on colonies at two levels: tracking individual colonies
(n = 79) from before to after the heatwave to directly compare sur-
vival, and analyzing a broader population-level sampling of massive
Porites colonies before, during, and after the heatwave (n = 315 col-
onies total). Recent molecular studies have determined that the
genus Porites comprises at least eight clades, some characterized
by complex genetic structure (28, 50), possibly reflecting cryptic
or pseudo-cryptic lineages within each clade. Our study focused
on one of these clades [clade V from (50); also known as the P.
lobata/lutea clade] facilitating a deeper look into the functional dif-
ferences between finer-scale cryptic lineages than has previously
been achieved in this group. Our objectives were to examine (i) if
cryptic coral lineages were present across Kiritimati, (ii) if survivor-
ship of coral colonies varied across cryptic lineages or by their un-
derlying exposure to chronic local human disturbance, (iii) if
cryptic coral lineages were associated with specific symbionts and
if there is evidence of host-symbiont coevolution (i.e., cophyloge-
ny), and (iv) whether the specificity of these symbiotic partnerships
was affected by mass bleaching and mortality during the heatwave.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sympatric cryptic lineages of Porites
We identified three genetic lineages of massive Porites (hereafter re-
ferred to as PKir-1, PKir-2, and PKir-3) that were found sympatri-
cally across the reefs of Kiritimati before the 2015–2016 El Niño–
driven heatwave (Fig. 1). Ordination [based on >12,000 single-nu-
cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from 2b-RAD] revealed three dis-
tinct genomic clusters with no intermediate genotypes, which was
further supported by ADMIXTURE analyses showing the lowest
cross-validation (CV) error for k = 3, where every sample was as-
signed to a lineage with >85% probability (Fig. 1, A and B).
Global FST values between lineages were also high, suggesting rela-
tively high levels of differentiation across cryptic lineages (table S1).
PKir-1 and PKir-2 (global FST = 0.263) were found to be more ge-
netically similar to each other than either was to PKir-3 (global FST
= 0.361 and 0.326, respectively; fig. S1). However, evidence for his-
torical gene flow was detected between all lineages (fig. S2), suggest-
ing that, although these lineages appear reproductively isolated in
the present day, they have likely experienced introgression in
the past.

Demographic analyses using Moments (51) based on allele fre-
quency spectra (AFS) infer some limited gene flow between the
three lineages with asymmetrical introgression across lineages and
regions of the genome. The best-fit model supported the hypothesis
of heterogeneous gene flow across the genome, with a small propor-
tion of the genome experiencing particularly high gene flow (fig.
S2). Moreover, we inferred higher gene flow from PKir-3 to PKir-
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1 and PKir-2 compared to the reverse direction (fig. S2). Analysis of
one-dimensional AFS with StairwayPlot (52) revealed that effective
population sizes (Ne) were similar across all three lineages, and all
showed contractions in recent millennia (fig. S3).

Leveraging host sequences in the ITS2 metabarcoding dataset,
we were able to expand lineage assignment beyond the n = 67 col-
onies that were sequenced with 2b-RAD to n = 300 colonies, includ-
ing all n = 161 colonies that were sampled before the heatwave (table
S2). As expected, all Porites ITS2 sequences belonged to the same
previously described Porites clade, clade V—the P. lobata/lutea
clade (50) (fig. S4). However, examining colonies that were se-
quenced using both ITS2 and 2b-RAD (n = 67), we found that
host ITS2 sequences were consistently dissimilar across the cryptic
Porites lineages such that particular ITS2 barcode sequences could
be used to assign host lineages to those colonies not sequenced with
2b-RAD (see Materials and Methods). Using all samples collected
before the heatwave for which lineage assignment was possible (n =
157 of 161), we found that, although the relative abundance of each
Porites lineage varied across the atoll before the heatwave (Fig. 1C)
(Fisher’s exact test: P < 0.001), with significant differences between
the southeast side of the atoll and other regions (fig. S5), lineage dis-
tribution was not driven by local human disturbance (multinomial
regression: χ2 = 1.5373, P = 0.4636).We note that 1 colony out of the
79 with known survivorship (see below) could not be assigned to a
lineage due to ambiguous ITS2 sequences, indicating that it was
from either PKir-1 or PKir-2.

Survivorship, cryptic host lineage, and human disturbance
Tracking individual colonies through nine time points that span the
2015–2016 heatwave, we found strong evidence of differential

survival among lineages—an effect that was more pronounced at
minimally disturbed sites (Fig. 2). Mortality of tagged colonies
began during the heatwave (first observed in March 2016) and con-
tinued for at least a year following the heatwave, as colonies that had
mostly died during the event finally experienced complete mortality
in the months following the heatwave. We measured mortality (up
to and including 2017) in twoways. First, we quantified colonymor-
tality as a binary variable (died or survived, regardless of how much
colony tissue remained) to determine whether colonies were elim-
inated from the population or remained to potentially grow and re-
produce. Second, we examined variation in tissue loss across
colonies, comparing the percentage of each colony that died from
the heatwave (see Materials and Methods). We found that for both
metrics, mortality varied significantly among lineages and levels of
anthropogenic disturbance. Total mortality was greatest for PKir-3
(17 of 20; 85%) compared to the other two lineages (PKir-1: 16 of
30, 53%; PKir-2: 11 of 28, 39%) (Table 1; binomial regression—
lineage: χ2 = 12.2437, P = 0.0022) and varied significantly with
human disturbance (binomial regression—disturbance: χ2 =
16.1409, P < 0.001). This effect was driven by PKir-1 and PKir-2;
while mortality was high across all values of human disturbance
for PKir-3, total mortality sharply increased from 17 to 33% at min-
imally disturbed sites to 88 to 100% in PKir-1 and PKir-2 at sites
exposed to very high human disturbance. Assessing tissue loss, we
found that cryptic lineage and human disturbance were also signifi-
cant predictors of this metric (quasibinomial logistic regression—
lineage: χ2 = 12.7531, P = 0.0017, Disturbance: χ2 = 8.7798, P =
0.0030; Fig. 2B). For both metrics of survival, there were no signifi-
cant interactions between lineage and human disturbance (binomi-
al regression—lineage*Disturbance: χ2 = 1.8726, P = 0.3921;

Fig. 1. Cryptic lineages of massive Porites across forereef sites on Kiritimati. (A) Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of 2b-RAD data (using 1-Pearson correlation
matrices through ANGSD) showing three population clusters. (B) Results of ADMIXTURE analysis showing the assignment of colonies to one of three lineages, arranged by
collection site. (C) Map with pie charts showing the relative abundance of each lineage at each site before the heatwave. Numbers indicate the number of colonies
sampled and sequenced with either 2b-RAD or ITS2metabarcoding. Circles labelled with site names represent sites colored by level of human disturbance. Semi-trans-
parent red circles indicate the location of villages, scaled by human population size.
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quasibinomial regression—lineage*Disturbance: χ2 = 0.8086, P =
0.6674), likely due to uncertainty in the effect of human disturbance
on PKir-3.

We also found a significant effect of cryptic lineage identity on
bleaching score using two different methods of categorizing bleach-
ing (see Materials and Methods for description) such that PKir-3
tended to have the highest level of bleaching at both time points
during the heatwave (2015—method 1: deviance = 7.8441, P =
0.0198; 2015—method 2: deviance = 11.303, P = 0.0035; 2016—
method 1: deviance = 11.409, P = 0.0033; 2016—method 2: deviance
= 13.155, P = 0.0014; fig. S6). There was no significant effect of
colony size (area; cm2) on survival through the heatwave, and line-
ages themselves did not differ in the size of colonies tracked through
the heatwave (fig. S7). However, there was a trend toward a possible
interaction between lineage and size [quasibinomial generalized
linear model (GLM)—size*lineage: χ2 = 5.8273, P = 0.0543]. This
was driven by increased survival (but not decreased tissue loss) in

larger colonies of PKir-1 and PKir-2, while PKir-3 had similarly
high mortality across all colony sizes (fig. S7).

To explore the hypothesis that genomic differences may explain
differences in heat tolerance, we tested for local genomic differenti-
ation across the three Porites lineages and identified genes near
outlier loci. While we found numerous genes near outlier loci
when comparing lineage pairs (PKir-1 versus PKir-2: n = 47;
PKir-1 versus PKir-3: n = 63; PKir-2 versus PKir-3: n = 42; file
S1), the only gene near an outlier locus when comparing both
PKir-1 and PKir-2 to PKir-3 matched the ETS-related transcription
factor Elf-2 (~57% similarity) with possible links to coral immunity
(53), suggesting that genome-level functional differences may exist
between cryptic Porites lineages.

Disruption of lineage-specific symbioses
We found strong associations between coral lineage and symbiont
assemblage composition before the marine heatwave. Across all col-
onies sampled before the heatwave (i.e., population-level sampling),

Table 1. Survival and relative abundance of cryptic coral lineages before and after the 2015–2016 marine heatwave. Numbers indicate the number (and
percentage) of colonies in each category.

Lineage
Tagged colonies Population-level sampling

Survived Died Relative abundance before Relative abundance after Change in relative abundance

PKir-1 14 (47%) 16 (53%) 61/161 (38%) 84/173 (49%) +29%

PKir-2 17 (61%) 11 (39%) 50/161 (31%) 64/173 (37%) +19%

PKir-3 3 (15%) 17 (85%) 44/161 (27%) 16/173 (9%) −77%

Unassigned 1 0 6/161 (4%) 9/173 (5%)

Fig. 2. Survivorship by coral cryptic lineage and chronic human disturbance. The probability that coral colonies experienced complete mortality between 2015 and
2017 (A) and the average percentage of partial mortality (i.e., tissue loss) that each colony experienced (B) both in relation to human disturbance and Porites lineage are
shown. In (A), each point represents a colony that either survived (0) or died (1). The proportion of colonies that died at each value is estimated by the logistic regression
line (shown with 95% confidence intervals). In (B), proportion mortality indicates the area of tissue loss experienced by each colony from 2015 to 2017, while each line
shows the model fit with human disturbance for each lineage. Note that human disturbance is a relative metric based on fishing pressure and distance to Kiritimati’s
villages [see (87)]. Note that data points are jittered for visualization.
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there was a strong relationship between coral lineage and recovered
C15-type Cladocopium sequence variants—i.e., variants of the Cla-
docopium C15 lineage [permutational multivariate analysis of var-
iance (PERMANOVA): F = 175.41, R2 = 0.73, P < 0.001].
Specifically, Cladocopium sequences formed two distinct clusters
(Fig. 3, A and C), with variants in one cluster associating almost ex-
clusively with PKir-3 colonies (all but one case, ~2.5%, although
two PKir-3 colonies, 5%, also had symbiont sequences from the
other cluster). This pattern was consistent across both maximum
entropy decomposition (MED; Fig. 3A) and amplicon sequence
variant (ASV; Fig. 3C) methods (see Materials and Methods), high-
lighting the robustness of these patterns to multiple analytical ap-
proaches. According to ITS2 profile data output from SymPortal
(54), which attempts to characterize putative Symbiodiniaceae
taxa (by accounting for the multicopy nature of the ITS2 locus),
most of the coral samples taken at any time point (554 of 674
samples; 82%) were each characterized by a single C15-type Clado-
copium profile (i.e., a profile from the C15 lineage), although profile
identity was variable across colonies. Most of the remaining colo-
nies (82 of 674 samples; ~12%) had mixed assemblages that includ-
ed one C15-type profile and one or two additional profiles from
other Symbiodiniaceae lineages (e.g., Cladocopium C116, C1, C3,
Durusdinium D1, D4). A single sample had four associated profiles
(including one C15-type). In total, we identified 47 C15-type pro-
files (110 profiles from all Symbiodiniaceae lineages) across all

colonies successfully sequenced. According to SymPortal, no
corals were associated with more than one C15-type profile at a
given time point and only ~3% (19 of 674) of samples lacked a
C15-type profile altogether (mostly bleached colonies from March
2016; see below). Unlike PKir-1 and PKir-2, which initially associ-
ated with 9 and 13 profiles, respectively, PKir-3 had highly specific
symbiotic associations before the heatwave, with 95% of colonies
(38 of 40) associated with one of just three C15-type symbiont pro-
files that were absent or rare in other lineages (PKir-1: 0%, PKir-2:
3%). Moreover, all three of these ITS2 profiles had the same dom-
inant sequence [as identified using MED methods; referred to by
SymPortal as “defining intragenomic variants (DIVs)], suggesting
that they reflect closely related symbiont populations. Specifically,
PKir-3 tended to be associated with profiles that are dominated
by the “C15cu” DIV, while the other two lineages tended to be as-
sociated with the “C15” DIV.

Leveraging the colonies that were sequenced using both 2b-RAD
(host genomics) and ITS2 metabarcoding (symbiont characteriza-
tion), we tested for evidence of cophylogeny between symbiont
and host lineages. There was a significant phylogenetic signal on
the abundance of several Cladocopium DIV sequences (Moran’s I:
22 of 31, 71%; Blomberg’s K: 10 of 31, 32%; table S3) and ITS2 pro-
files (Moran’s I: 3 of 3, 100%; Blomberg’s K: 1 of 3, 33% out of three
profiles found in >10% of these samples; table S4), highlighting the
specificity of symbiont sequences to particular host lineages. We

Fig. 3. Impact of the marine heatwave on lineage-specific symbioses. The results of PCoA based on unifrac dissimilarity of Cladocopium C15 maximum entropy
decomposition (MED) sequences for all colonies sampled (A) before and (B) after the heatwave are shown. PCoAs based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of amplicon sequence
variants (ASVs) from Cladocopium for each colony sampled (C) before and (D) after the heatwave are also shown. Ellipses at the 95% level are shown for each assigned
coral lineage. Only samples with >500 sequence reads were included. Note that the ellipse for PKir-3 in (A) largely overlaps the points and is therefore challenging to
visualize.
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also performed procrustes analysis of cophylogeny (PACo) on data
from these same colonies to test for cophylogeny between Porites
and C15-type ITS2 profiles. Given the multicopy nature of the
ITS2 locus, we used unifrac dissimilarities as a proxy for phyloge-
netic distance to produce a tree of C15-type profiles. Using a good-
ness-of-fit test, we found strong support for cophylogeny between
massive Porites and their C15-type symbionts (m2

XY = 2.106617, P <
0.001, n = 10,000; fig. S8). Together, these analyses support the hy-
pothesis that cryptic lineages had coevolved, to some extent, with
their symbiotic partners before the heatwave.

These tight relationships between Porites lineages and their Cla-
docopium symbionts were disrupted during the heatwave. Popula-
tion-level sampling of colonies from after the heatwave indicated
that the potentially coevolutionary associations between symbiont
and host lineages were absent after the heatwave, with both MED
and ASV sequences from all lineages forming a single cluster
(Fig. 3, B and D). Following the heatwave, only one colony
(whose lineage was unknown due to a lack of host sequence
reads) was found to still have sequence variants common in PKir-
3 before the heatwave. These patterns were also captured by analysis
of ITS2 profiles (figs. S9 to S13), where C15cu ITS2 profiles (which
were tightly associated with PKir-3 before the heatwave) were
completely absent from PKir-3 colonies sampled after the heatwave
(n = 12; Fig. 4). Symbiont assemblages across PKir-2 colonies also
became more homogeneous, in general, with decreases in the rela-
tive abundance of colonies associated with profiles dominated by
“C15m” and “C15/C15cs” DIVs in favor of colonies associated
with profiles dominated by the C15 DIV (Fig. 5 and figs. S9 to
S13). This pattern is similar to a recent study on Acropora spp.
showing losses in host-associated Symbiodiniaceae diversity at the
reef scale during the same global bleaching event (55).

Approximately half of the colonies that were tracked for two or
more time points (~51%; 80 of 158) had the same C15-type profile
in every case; the remaining colonies hosted variable symbiont pro-
files over time (see Fig. 5 and fig. S9). Most notably, a few colonies
sampled both before and after the heatwave appeared to recover
from bleaching (observed in November 2016 or later) with a

different C15-type profile. For example, one of the three surviving
colonies of PKir-3 was associated with a C15cu profile (i.e., domi-
nated by the C15cu sequence variant) before the heatwave but was
later associated with a C15 profile (dominated by the C15 sequence
variant) after the heatwave; the other two PKir-3 colonies that sur-
vived were not successfully sequenced with ITS2. Similarly, three
PKir-2 colonies were associated with C15m profiles before bleach-
ing (which were previously only found in that Porites lineage, PKir-
2) and recovered from bleaching with C15 profiles. Notably, the
C15m profiles were not found to dominate any colonies after the
heatwave, despite their prevalence in PKir-2 before the heatwave.
In all four colonies in which there were notable changes in C15-
type profile identity, the initial symbiont profiles were completely
absent in the colonies following their symbiotic shift. Moreover,
all four colonies experienced turnover in the composition of
DIVs, with some of the most common DIVs before the heatwave
found to be absent following (fig. S14). Thus, shifts between ITS2
profiles with different dominant DIVs (C15-type) appeared consis-
tent with symbiont switching [i.e., symbiotic replacement by envi-
ronmentally acquired symbionts (31, 56, 57)]. However, given that
symbiont populations can be present in coral tissues at levels unde-
tectable by metabarcoding methods (58) or may be present in dif-
ferent parts of the colony than were sampled (59), we cannot
definitely differentiate between symbiont switching and shuffling
[i.e., changes in relative abundance of two co-occurring symbionts
(56)]. Some additional colonies (62 of 158) also appeared to shift
between similar profiles (often sharing their most common DIVs
but having additional minor sequence variants; e.g., C15-C15ct-
C15ch-C15cp-C15hj versus C15-C15ct-C15ch-C15cp-C15cq). The
overall similarity of these latter profiles (fig. S15) suggests that
they may represent closely related members of the same symbiont
population that may have even been assigned as different profiles
due to sequencing artifacts (e.g., missing a rare sequence variant)
rather than true biological differences. Alternatively, they may rep-
resent multiple co-occurring C15-type symbionts where the most
common population is shared across time points. Because of this
uncertainty in interpreting differences between similar symbiont

Fig. 4. The relative abundances of ITS2 profiles across all colonies of each lineage before and after the heatwave. Sample sizes indicate the number of colonies.
Only samples with >500 sequence reads were included.
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ITS2 profiles, we only consider symbiont shifts between C15-type
profiles when they differ in their most common DIV.

Late in the heatwave, several of the bleached colonies of all line-
ages were associated with Cladocopium C1- and C3-type ITS2 pro-
files that were only ever present during that time point (March/April
2016; ~10 months into the heat stress; Fig. 5). In all cases, these col-
onies were severely bleached when sampled and all three surviving
colonies that were sampled at later dates had recovered with symbi-
onts characterized by C15-type sequence variants (see Fig. 5). Thus,
due to the temporary nature of these three C1 and C3 profiles (1
—C1/C3-C1c-C1b-C42.2-C1bh-C1br; 2—C1-C1c-C1al; 3—C3-
C1bp-C3dg-C3-df-C3-dh) on Kiritimati, we interpret these associa-
tions as transient Symbiodiniaceae infections, although we note that
C1 and C3 symbionts have been found to stably associate with
Porites spp. in other parts of the world [e.g., (60)]. So, while it
remains unclear whether these C1- and C3-profile symbionts
offered any benefit to bleached hosts, it is possible that they
helped colonies maintain some basic nutritional requirements
during the period between initial bleaching and subsequent recov-
ery of C15-type symbionts. A similar pattern was observed during
bleaching of Pocillopora spp. in the eastern Pacific, where bleached
colonies were temporarily colonized by a presumed opportunistic
Breviolum population (11). The functional and ecological impor-
tance of these short-lived symbioses remains unclear but offers an
interesting avenue for future research. In our study, other symbiont
types (e.g., C116 or Durusdinium) were generally rare and found
inconsistently across samples, suggesting that these symbionts rep-
resent minor or opportunistic constituents of the Porites holobiont;
they were not further examined here. However, we note that these
rare profiles, although appearing only transient in massive Porites

on Kiritimati reefs, may still be of functional importance to the
Porites holobiont.

Early studies assumed that massive Porites only acquired their
symbionts vertically and therefore showed fixed symbiont domi-
nance and high specificity (61). However, multiple studies have
now shown that a single massive Porites colony can harbor mixed
Cladocopium and Durusdinium communities (62, 63) as well as dif-
ferent profiles from the C15 lineage (59). Thus, although vertical
transmission occurs in Porites (and may be the dominant mode
of transmission), these corals likely also have the ability to acquire
new Symbiodiniaceae via horizontal transmission and/or “shuffle”
dominant symbionts (64, 65). Our data suggest that Porites can po-
tentially associate with symbionts that have different ITS2 profiles
following extreme bleaching and can temporarily associate with
C1- and C3-type symbionts. The ability to switch or shuffle symbi-
onts is presumably adaptive by allowing corals to avoid evolutionary
“dead-ends,” whereby a vertically transmitted symbiont is fixed
across the host population, but may be maladaptive under future
warming (31, 57). Laboratory experiments on Montipora, which
also transmits its symbionts vertically, have shown that changes in
symbiont assemblages acquired in one generation can be transferred
to the next (66), providing an avenue for intergenerational plasticity
in coral holobiont function (67). This suggests that the loss of var-
iation in symbiont identity across colonies may persist for
generations.

High degrees of vertical transmission and heritability in sym-
biont genotypes can lead to strong patterns of phylosymbiosis
and/or cophylogeny (68–70), where closely related corals share
similar algal symbiont communities, a pattern clearly reflected
across host lineages in our dataset (fig. S16 and tables S3 and S4).
Differences in symbiotic assemblages between cryptic lineages have

Fig. 5. Temporal stability of Symbiodiniaceae associated with tracked colonies of each cryptic Porites lineage. Each row represents an individual colony, with color
at each time point indicating the most abundant symbiont profile. Colonies within each lineage are arranged in order of human disturbance (lowest on top, highest on
bottom). Note that colonies that survived to 2017 were considered alive for survivorship analyses. Colonies that were considered to have switched between C15-type
profiles (i.e., between ITS2 profiles with different dominant DIVs; n = 4) are indicated with an asterisk. Expeditions during the heatwave are shown in red text.
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now been documented across multiple coral genera (29, 39, 42).
Under strong selection from the heatwave, however, this pattern
of co-occurrence between coral host lineage and algal symbiont se-
quence variants was disrupted in our study. The erosion of phylo-
symbiosis across coral lineages is likely driven largely by changing
symbiont associations that occurred during recovery from bleach-
ing. Among the tracked colonies, four (three from PKir-2 and one
from PKir-3) that bleached and recovered post-heatwave did so with
symbionts characterized by profiles that had different dominant
DIVs than those they hosted before bleaching (all C15-type;
Fig. 5). However, given that profiles dominated by the C15 DIV
were associated with ~5% of PKir-3 colonies before the heatwave
(based on population-level sampling), differential mortality across
colonies that had differing profiles initially (i.e., before the heat-
wave) may have also played a role in driving observed shifts in the
population-level symbiont assemblages of each lineage. Conse-
quently, although symbiont acquisition appears the most parsimo-
nious explanation, the specific mechanism accounting for these
symbiont changes cannot be unambiguously identified.

Although we lack the statistical power to definitively tease apart
the role of symbiont from that of host lineage (due to high overlap
among tracked colonies), the breakdown of host-symbiont associa-
tions and the observed switching between symbionts in 4 of 79
tracked colonies (5%) are most parsimoniously explained by fine-
scale functional differences between some C15-type symbionts. In
particular, we hypothesize that corals associated with symbiont pro-
files dominated by the C15cu DIV (and possibly the C15m DIV) are
less thermally tolerant than those dominated by C15 profiles. This
hypothesis is further supported by the fact that all sampled colonies
with less than 50% bleaching late in the heatwave (i.e., March/April
2016) were associated with C15 profiles. This included the only two
colonies assigned to PKir-3 that were not severely bleached when
sampled during population-level sampling on that time point (fig.
S6) and that were associated with C15 symbionts despite the lineage
being more typically associated with C15cu profiles. All colonies
known to be associated with C15cu profiles before the heatwave
bleached and experienced severe partial, or complete, mortality. Al-
though functional differences between Symbiodiniaceae genera are
well documented [i.e., Cladocopium versus Durusdinium (41, 57,
64, 71)], it has remained unclear until recently whether more
closely related symbionts (e.g., different C15-type variants) can
confer functional variation on their hosts that is meaningful in
the face of heat stress. However, recent work showed that Porites cy-
lindrica and Porites rus—two clearly defined (i.e., both morpholog-
ically and genetically) species—differ in thermal tolerance and also
associate with different C15-type symbionts (72). Moreover, vari-
ants of C3 in the Persian Gulf have rapidly evolved increased
thermal tolerance relative to close relatives from nearby areas
(73). Our study offers evidence in support of the hypothesis that
some closely related algal symbionts can vary meaningfully in func-
tion (or confer differences in function on their hosts) by demon-
strating how intense warming can result in the near-complete loss
of a previously prominent symbiont type while increasing the rela-
tive abundance of its close relatives. Whether C15cu profiles are
more thermally sensitive could be confirmed by using laboratory
experiments or by continuing to track colonies of PKir-3 through
the next major heatwave event, to test whether these colonies,
having lost their association with C15cu, are now equally tolerant
of heat stress as PKir-1 and PKir-2. In this way, remaining colonies

of PKir-3 may now be better suited to future heatwave events (57).
However, if this is the case, then the beneficial response was con-
fined to a minority of the PKir-3 population, with a mortality rate
exceeding 80% and reductions in the overall relative abundance of
that lineage (fig. S17).

Implications for cryptic complexes facing extreme events
Cryptic lineages are rapidly being uncovered across a broad range of
taxa [e.g., (36, 74)], but their functional importance remains
unclear. Theory would predict functional differences between
cryptic lineages if they have diverged as a result of ecological speci-
ation (75–77), but close relatives tend to be ecologically similar
when comparing to a broader pool of taxa (78). Thus, it remains
unclear whether climate change has the potential to differentially
affect cryptic lineages in nature, threatening their persistence in
the face of environmental change. Here, we demonstrated that
cryptic lineages can be disproportionately affected (and some
threatened) by marine heatwaves. This finding has important impli-
cations for our understanding of how climate change is affecting the
diversity of marine species and populations. Moreover, the decou-
pling of cryptic lineages from their distinct symbiont assemblages
demonstrates that highly specific species interactions may also be
threatened in the face of climate change.

Our inferred results would have differed substantially had we not
characterized cryptic lineages in our study. While we would have
still captured the major change in symbiont compositions that oc-
curred during the heatwave, we would have missed the fact that the
heatwave threatened a critical facet of diversity by disproportionate-
ly affecting one of the three cryptic lineages. While it is unclear
whether Porites lineages represent early or incipient species or
just highly differentiated populations, high (~80%) mortality
across PKir-3 has the potential to threaten the long-term persistence
of this lineage on Kiritimati. Given the widespread nature of cryptic
diversity in corals and other habitat-forming species, we suggest
that assessing the differential susceptibility of cryptic species or lin-
eages to extreme events should be a major goal in the field of coral
ecology and conservation. For example, differential success of dis-
tinct Pocillopora lineages that vary in their ability to associate with
heat-tolerant symbionts (Durusdinium glynni) has recently been
implicated in the long-term persistence of coral reefs in the
eastern tropical Pacific (79). Some of the paradigms that underlie
our understanding of population and species-level ecology (e.g.,
variation in traits, performance, and survival) could be reconsidered
in light of cryptic diversity (74).

We also found that human disturbance increased the susceptibil-
ity of tagged colonies to heatwave-driven mortality. While the inter-
action between human disturbance and coral lineage was not
significant using either metric of mortality, it is noteworthy that
mortality appeared equally high across all lineages on highly dis-
turbed reefs, despite clear differences in mortality at lower disturb-
ance sites (Fig. 2). Past work has found that human disturbance can
have either negative (41, 49) or positive effects (80, 81) on coral ther-
motolerance or survivorship through heatwaves and this has been
linked to disturbance-driven changes in the symbiont composition
(41, 81) or density (80). Here, we found negative impacts of human
disturbance irrespective of symbiont community composition (figs.
S10 to S12). Overall, our results suggest that, for Porites, human dis-
turbance negatively affects survivorship through heatwaves, regard-
less of cryptic host lineage or symbiotic associations. Moreover,
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given differences in survivorship between high and low disturbance
sites for PKir-1 and PKir-2, our results demonstrate that the com-
bined impacts of human disturbance and prolonged thermal stress
may exceed the tolerance of even putatively stress-tolerant lineages.
Thus, while the preservation or future-proofing of undisturbed reefs
may benefit from the use of stress-tolerant genotypes or lineages
[see, e.g., (67, 82)], these types of efforts may have less impact in
highly disturbed areas.

Limitations of study
Although our research provides important insights into the impacts
of heatwaves on cryptic diversity of reef-building corals and their
symbiotic partners, its limitations may serve as interesting
avenues for future research. In particular, it is challenging to directly
tease apart the impacts of host genetics from those of symbiont
identity in our system given that these nearly completely overlapped
before the heatwave (see Figs. 3 to 5). While various patterns
support the hypothesis that fine-scale differences between some
C15-type symbiont populations explain some of the observed pat-
terns in differential mortality and abundance, host genetics may
also play a role. For example, we identified one gene that was an
outlier between PKir-3 and both PKir-2 and PKir-1: ETS-related
transcription factor Elf-2, whichmay have possible links to coral im-
munity (53). Thus, it is possible that genetic differences between
these cryptic lineages influenced the probability of survival, for
example, by increasing bleaching propensity or susceptibility to
disease following bleaching. Further experimental work or colony
tracking of massive Porites lineages is required to definitively
tease apart the role of host versus symbiont genetics in bleaching
susceptibility or survival. Given the widespread nature and ecolog-
ical role of Porites spp. on coral reefs globally, this offers a potential-
ly critical direction for future investigation.

Other limitations involve our ability to track all colonies and
assign them to their respective cryptic lineages due to challenges
(e.g., weather and safety) associated with tagging corals on remote
reefs. Moreover, even when colonies were tracked, sequencing
sometimes failed or samples were not taken because the surviving
tissue area was deemed too small, leaving gaps in our knowledge of
host lineage or symbiont identity. For example, two of the PKir-3
colonies that survived the heatwave could not be sequenced follow-
ing the event. These colonies both bleached and experienced sub-
stantial partial mortality during the event; thus, it would be
informative to know which symbionts they associated with after
the event. Nonetheless, consistent patterns between tracked colo-
nies and population-level sampling before and after the heatwave
suggest that symbionts closely associated with PKir-3 before the
heatwave were virtually absent afterward. Another limitation lies
in our use of both 2b-RAD and coral ITS2 sequences to assign col-
onies to their respective lineages. While this multi-method ap-
proach allowed us to substantially increase replication, there are
associated limitations. First, a number of colonies could not be as-
signed to a coral lineage because they had ITS2 barcode sequences
that were ambiguous or did not match a reference sequence from
the colonies also sequenced with 2b-RAD (n = 15 colonies; see Ma-
terials and Methods). It is likely that these latter colonies are
members of the three lineages but have ITS2 variants that were
not represented in the colonies sequenced with 2b-RAD (n = 67)
by chance. Second, there is a higher risk of false lineage assignment
when using barcoding rather than genomic data to assign colonies

to cryptic lineages, although we note that barcoding sequences are
commonly used to assign cryptic lineages or species [e.g., (36, 42)].
Introgression or incomplete lineage sorting, for example, could lead
to amisleading pattern when looking at a single locus [e.g., (83, 84)].
Misassignment is probably more likely between PKir-1 and PKir-2
than between either one and PKir-3, based on the distribution of
ITS2 barcodes across colonies sequenced with both methods (figs.
S18 and S19), and due to the close affiliation of PKir-1 and PKir-2 in
the genomic data. Thus, our conclusions about PKir-3 relative to the
other two lineages should be robust to errors introduced by mis-
leading barcode sequences. Nonetheless, as a sensitivity test, we
tested whether cryptic lineage predicted survivorship using only
the subsample of colonies sampled with 2b-RAD and with known
survival (n = 61) and found similar overall statistical results
(fig. S20).

Finally, our study focused on only a single depth range; thus, the
full distributions of these cryptic lineages remain to be character-
ized. Although all three Porites lineages were sympatric across Ki-
ritimati, the extent to which they fully overlap across the seascape
remains unclear. Past work on cryptic lineages has demonstrated
that they often inhabit discrete microenvironments even if they
do overlap over broader spatial scales [e.g., (30, 39)]. While depth
was standardized across sites and tagged colonies (see Materials and
Methods), it is possible that asymmetrical gene flow inferred across
lineages could be the result of differences in habitat. For example, if
PKir-3 is found across a larger range of habitats than the other two
lineages, this could help to explain why gene flow was reduced into
PKir-3. Given the functional differences in thermal tolerance
through a major heat stress event, it is possible that these lineages
generally occupy different depth ranges but co-occur in the moder-
ate forereef environment where we sampled [as observed in Pocillo-
pora spp. in Mo’orea (42)]. Understanding the distribution of
cryptic coral lineages across different environments will be impor-
tant for elucidating the processes driving and reinforcing differen-
tiation across these lineages and for better predicting the outcomes
of future bleaching events (27).

Summary
By coupling host genomic sequencing and Symbiodiniaceae meta-
barcoding with longitudinal coral colony tracking, we showed that
differential mortality during a marine heatwave resulted in a sub-
stantial change in the relative abundances of cryptic lineages of
massive Porites, with a relative decrease of ~80% in one lineage
(PKir-3) across the atoll following the heatwave (Table 1). This pro-
vides direct evidence that heatwaves have the potential to threaten
cryptic genetic diversity, even among one of the most common and
stress-tolerant coral genera. These cryptic Porites lineages had spe-
cific symbiont associations that recombined during the heatwave,
highlighting a likely mechanism behind differential survival of lin-
eages. Moreover, mortality was strongly predicted by human dis-
turbance but only in two of the three cryptic lineages, illustrating
that anthropogenic drivers can mediate the strength of selection
during extreme events. High mortality in PKir-3 decreased its
overall population size, increasing the probability that this lineage
may be extirpated in the future. Although changes in symbiont as-
sociations in this lineage may facilitate adaptive change (31) in the
face of future heatwaves, with unknown functional trade-offs (57),
the loss of this specific host-symbiont pairing demonstrates how
heatwaves may be eroding specific biotic interactions in addition
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to threatening diversity. Our study demonstrates that strong marine
heatwaves may threaten biodiversity at finer scales than have gener-
ally been appreciated to date. Overall, these findings underscore the
need to better understand cryptic diversity within our current tax-
onomic framework. They also illustrate how climate change may
threaten the persistence of undiscovered diversity, causing Centine-
lan extinctions—losses of taxa that are never described by science
and are therefore unrecorded (85). Moreover, this undescribed di-
versity may help explain enigmatic variation in coral bleaching and
mortality, and improve future predictions of bleaching severity
and impact.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study location and design
Kiritimati (Christmas Island), Republic of Kiribati, is located in the
central equatorial Pacific Ocean (01°520N 157°240W), at the center
of the Niño 3.4 region (a delineation used to quantify El Niño pres-
ence and strength). Kiritimati is theworld’s largest atoll by landmass
(388 km2; 150 km in perimeter), and all 18 surveyed reefs surround-
ing the atoll are sloping, fringing reefs with no back reef or substan-
tial reef crest formations. Kiritimati has a strong spatial gradient of
human disturbance, with most of the human population restricted
to two villages on the northwest side of the atoll. Human uses, in-
cluding wastewater runoff, subsistence fishing, and a large pier, are
densely concentrated in this area, while other parts of the atoll ex-
perience substantially less human disturbance. The intensity of
chronic local human disturbance at each site has previously been
quantified, using two spatial data sources: (i) human population
densities and (ii) fishing pressure (41, 49). First, as a proxy for im-
mediate point-source inputs from villages into the marine environ-
ment such as pollution and sewage runoff, a geographic buffer (in
ArcGIS) was generated to determine human population size within
2 km of each site. Nearly all people live in villages, and village loca-
tion was mapped based on published field surveys. Population size
for each village was extracted from the 2015 Population and
Housing Census from the Kiribati National Statistics Office (86).
Second, to account for the more diffuse effects of subsistence
fishing on the reef ecosystem, a kernel density function with 10
steps was generated based on mapped fishing intensity from house-
hold interviews conducted by Watson et al. (87). Each metric was
weighted equally, and from this, combined metric sites were
grouped into five distinct disturbance categories, termed very low,
low, medium, high, and very high. For all quantitative analyses,
human disturbance was treated as a continuous variable by square
root–transforming the combined metric to account for skew in the
data [as in (41)].

Coral tagging and sampling
We tagged and sampled colonies of massive Porites along 60-m
transects, laid along the 10-to-12-m isobath, at each of the 18 differ-
ent fore reef sites around Kiritimati (Fig. 1C), on expeditions before
(August 2014, January/February 2015, April/May 2015), during
(July 2015, March/April 2016), and after (November 2016, July
2017, June 2018, July 2019) the 2015–2016 El Niño–driven heat-
wave. All colonies were identified in the field as P. lobata. Twelve
of the sites were sampled both before and after the heatwave; one
site was sampled before but could not be accessed after, and five
of the sites were sampled only after the heatwave. In total, 315

massive Porites colonies were included in this study from at least
one time point on the basis that symbiont and/or host lineage was
obtained from sequence data (detailed below). An additional two
colonies, sampled at a single time point, were excluded due to pre-
sumed contamination on the basis that they lacked sequence reads
matching Porites spp. and had unusual symbiont assemblages, more
typical of favidae or merulindae. At each visit, each coral colony was
photographed and a tissue sample was taken, except in the few cases
following the heatwave when the live tissue remaining on the colony
was too small to sample.

Of the total set of colonies included in this study (n = 315), 161
colonies were initially tagged and sampled before the heatwave (n =
6 to 20 at 13 sites). However, not all sites could be visited during
each expedition, and some site surveys were only partially complet-
ed during some expeditions due to unfavorable weather conditions
or other logistical constraints. Among these 161 colonies, we were
able to track the survivorship of 79 through the mortality event (3 to
10 per site) on the basis that tagged colonies could be relocated at
various time points spanning the heatwave. All but one of the
tracked colonies (n = 78) were assigned to a cryptic Porites
lineage using either 2b-RAD sequencing or host ITS2 metabarcod-
ing data (see below). Several additional colonies were sampled only
during (n = 5), after (n = 103), or during and after (n = 46) the mor-
tality event. Some colonies were sampled but sequences could not be
obtained due to sample quality and/or failed benchwork.

Assessing bleaching and mortality of tagged colonies
We considered mortality in two ways. First, whether a colony expe-
rienced total mortality (i.e., no living tissue remaining) or not. This
was meant to capture changes in relative abundance of individual
colonies of each lineage and was a binary measure (0 = alive, 1 =
dead). We also looked at the proportion of each colony that was
lost through either partial or complete mortality—tissue loss (0 =
no mortality, 1 = complete mortality). Mortality from bleaching
began some time following the July 2015 expedition and continued
until at least late 2016 but ceased following the July 2017 expedition
(Fig. 4). Thus, we considered a colony to have died (i.e., total mor-
tality) if its mortality was recorded between March 2016 and July
2017 expeditions, and we considered colonies to have survived if
they were found alive in 2017 or later. None of the 79 colonies
tracked through the heatwave died later than 2017, but some were
not tracked beyond that time point. To assess tissue loss (i.e., pro-
portional mortality), the surface area of each colony was approxi-
mated before the heatwave using photos and analysis with ImageJ
(U.S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) and com-
pared to similar surface area estimates following 2017 or later (using
first available image). We also used the initial surface area estimates
of these tracked colonies (n = 79) to assess differences in colony size
between lineages (see below). All other colonies were not included
in survivorship analyses but provide additional insight into the rel-
ative abundance of different coral lineages and symbiont sequence
variants across the various expeditions. Because symbionts re-
mained stable and no mortality had yet occurred at the early time
point in the heatwave (July 2015), we considered all 2015 surveys to
have occurred before the mortality event and thus included these
samples as “before heatwave.” Overall, sample sizes of each analysis
vary depending on the number of colonies for which necessary in-
formation (e.g., host lineage, symbiont sequence variant, and survi-
vorship) were available (tables S5 to S8).
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Bleaching was assessed visually from photographs of each
colony, using categorical scores based on the percentage of the
colony that was visually bleached. Given challenges associated
with classifying bleaching into discrete categories, we used two dif-
ferent schemes to ensure that results were robust to methodological
choices. We used the categories of Baum et al. (49) and Claar et al.
(41)—hereafter method 1—which includes three categories from
healthy to severely (>80%) bleached: (i) no bleaching, (ii) small
patches of bleaching <5 cm or paling to 50% of colony area, (iii)
bleaching in patches >5 cm or more than 50% of colony pale, and
(iv) severe or complete bleaching (>80%) or entire colony pale. We
also used the categories of McClanahan (88)—hereafter method 2
—which includes six categories from healthy to completely (100%)
bleached: (i) no bleaching, (ii) paling or discoloration, (iii) 0 to 20%
bleaching, (iv) 21 to 50% bleaching, (v) 51 to 80% bleaching, and
(vi) 81 to 100% bleaching. Given that many colonies had already
experienced partial bleaching-induced mortality by March 2016
(due to the extreme length of the heatwave), we assumed that
partial mortality of bleached colonies was the result of bleaching
and therefore grouped partial colony mortality and bleaching to-
gether for both bleaching metrics. For example, a colony with
50% mortality but only 10% bleaching of remaining tissue would
be assigned a “3/4” and a “5/6” for the Baum et al. (49) and McCla-
nahan et al. (88) methods, respectively.

DNA extraction
We performed DNA extractions using two methods. First, a guani-
dinium-based extraction protocol optimized for Symbiodiniaceae
DNA (56, 89) was used for all extractions sequenced for ITS2 meta-
barcoding. Second, we used the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit per-
formed with modifications to optimize for coral genomic DNA
extraction (90) for most samples sequenced using 2b-RAD since
this protocol is known to yield high–molecular weight genomic
DNA necessary for genomic-level sequencing. In a few cases (n =
4), there was not enough remaining tissue from a given sample to
perform the DNeasy method. In these cases, the guanidinium ex-
traction was used for both ITS2 metabarcoding and 2b-RAD. Fol-
lowing the guanidinium protocol, the DNA pellet was washed with
70% ethanol three times rather than once and, if necessary, the final
product was cleaned using Zymo Genomic DNA Clean and Con-
centrator-25 (catalog nos. D4064 and D4065) following the stan-
dard protocol (http://www.zymoresearch.com/downloads/dl/file/
id/638/d4064i.pdf ) to isolate clean, high–molecular weight DNA.
This was especially necessary when sequencing guanidinium ex-
tracts with 2b-RAD.

High-throughput sequencing
We used amplicon sequencing to characterize the algal symbiont
communities associated with each coral colony. We chose the
ITS2 amplicon for high-throughput sequencing because it is cur-
rently the standard region used for identification and
quantification of Symbiodiniaceae taxa (54). Library preparation
for Illumina MiSeq ITS2 amplicon sequencing was performed
following the Illumina 16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library
Preparation (Illumina protocol, part # 15044223 Rev. B) with the
following modifications: (i) ITS2 primers (ITSD-forward: 50-
TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGTGAATT
GCAGAACTCCGTG-30 and ITS2-reverse: 50-GTCTCGTGG
GCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTCCGCTTACTTAT

ATGCTT-30) were used in place of the 16S primers. (ii) Polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) 1 annealing temperature was 52°C, PCR 1 was
performed in triplicate, and PCR product was pooled before bead
clean. (iii) A 1:1.1 ratio of PCR product to SPRI beads was used
for PCR 1 and PCR 2 cleanup. Samples were sequenced on the Illu-
mina MiSeq platform at Hawai’i Institute of Marine Biology Genet-
ics Core Facility or Shedd Aquarium’s Molecular Ecology
Laboratory, which yielded 2 × 300 base pair paired-end reads.

Extracts from n = 67 samples were prepared for 2b-RAD
sequencing following the methods of Wang et al. (91). These
samples were intended to cover a range of sites while focusing on
the colonies for which survivorship was known. However, there
was not enough tissue or DNA remaining to include all samples.
Eight replicate samples were prepared to identify clones (none
were found in this dataset). Samples were barcoded, multiplexed,
and sequenced across two lanes of Illumina HiSeq 2500 at Tufts
University Core Facility (TUCF). Raw reads were trimmed, dedupli-
cated, and quality-filtered with FASTX TOOLKIT (http://
hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit), and only reads with Phred
scores >20 were maintained (-q 20 -p 100). Quality-filtered reads
were first mapped to a concatenated genome of four Symbiodinia-
ceae genera Symbiodinium, Breviolum, Cladocopium, and Durusdi-
nium (92–94) via bowtie2 (95). Any reads that mapped successfully
with a minimum end-to-end alignment score of −22.2 were
removed so that those left behind could be assumed to be absent
of symbiont contamination. The remaining reads were then
mapped to the Porites lutea genome (96). Genotyping and identifi-
cation of SNPs was performed using ANGSD v0.921 (97). Standard
filtering that was used across all analyses included loci present in at
least 80% of individuals, minimum mapping quality score of 20,
minimum quality score of 25 [unless no minimum allele frequency
(MAF) filter was used, in which case quality scores of 25 and 30 were
used], strand bias P value >0.05, heterozygosity bias >0.05, remov-
ing all triallelic sites, and removing reads having multiple best hits
and lumped paralogs filter (see file S2 for proportion of missing data
for each analysis). Raw sequence data are available on the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Sequence Read
Archive under PRJNA869749.

Analysis of algal symbiont communities
Symbiodiniaceae communities were inferred via ITS2 sequence data
using two analytical approaches: (i) ASV clustering and assignment
in dada2 (98) and (ii) SymPortal, implemented through the online
portal (54). To analyze ASVs, sequence files were run through the
dada2 pipeline (98) in R using a reference database that included
both Symbiodiniaceae and Porites ITS2 sequences (taken from
GenBank). ASVs assigned to Cladocopium were then stored in a
phyloseq (99) object and used in subsequent analyses. ASVs as-
signed to Porites were also stored in a separate phyloseq object
and used for downstream host lineage assignments.

In contrast with ASV methods, SymPortal first uses a MED ap-
proach to assign sequence variants (hereafter MED sequences) and
then combines them into “ITS2 profiles” that are intended to repre-
sent groups of sequences shared by the same organism (i.e., intra-
genomic sequence variants). From SymPortal results, analyses were
conducted (and visualizations were produced) using both the ITS2
profile matrix and theMED sequence variant matrix output directly
from SymPortal. We note that MED sequences include not only
DIVs, the sequences that make up the ITS2 profiles, but also rarer
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sequences that are not incorporated into ITS2 profiles (54).
Between-sample unifrac dissimilarity matrix was also output from
SymPortal and used as part of the coevolutionary analysis (see
below). To produce evolutionary trees for unifrac-based ordinations
of the DIVmatrix, sequences were aligned in Geneious (100) and an
NJ tree was produced using a Tamura-Nei substitution model.

Lineage assignment
To detect population structure among corals from all sites, the
program ADMIXTURE v. 1.3.0 (101) was used to find the
optimal number of clusters (K ) with the least CV error. SNPs
were hard called using genotype likelihoods estimated by SAMtools
with an SNP P value of <0.05 (12,755 loci). Principal coordinate
analyses (PCoAs; using 1-Pearson correlation) were performed
using a covariance matrix based on single-read resampling calculat-
ed in ANGSD, and admixture results were visualized using the K
with the least CV error reported from ADMIXTURE and the
most likely K based on principal components analysis (PCA).
Samples were assigned to lineages based on the >0.85 assignment
to a single lineage in ADMIXTURE and segregation along PC1
and PC2 axes in PCoA space. Example photographs of each
lineage are provided in fig. S21.

Following lineage assignment using the 2b-RAD data, we used
host contamination in the ITS2 metabarcoding data (i.e., ASVs as-
signed to Porites) to further assign additional colonies to each
lineage using a DNA barcoding approach. Porites ITS2 sequences
were consistently dissimilar across lineages (with one exception)
when assessing samples assigned to lineage using 2b-RAD, indicat-
ing that defining sequence variants (i.e., barcodes) could be effec-
tively used to assign colonies to lineage using ITS2 data alone. ASVs
matching Porites from the dada2 output (see above) were isolated,
and the dominant ASV (for homozygous; at least 97% relative read
abundance) or top two ASVs (for heterozygous; at least 40% relative
abundance for secondmost abundant sequence) found in each coral
were treated as DNA barcodes and used to assign lineages for
samples not sequenced using 2b-RAD. For colonies that had ambig-
uous sequences (i.e., shared by PKir-1 and PKir-2) or sequences that
did not match reference sequences obtained from the colonies also
sequenced with 2b-RAD, lineage assignment was not possible (n =
15). We also compared Porites ITS2 ASVs to reference sequences in
GenBank and constructed neighbor-joining trees in Geneious
Prime (100) to determine how the three lineages identified in this
study compare to previously described Porites clades (28, 50).

The set of Porites ITS2 sequences found in each cryptic lineage
was paraphyletic relative to the sequences of other lineages (figs. S4
and S6 and table S8), likely reflecting the recent reticulate diver-
gence of these cryptic lineages and confirming that this clade con-
sists of a cryptic complex rather than a single, highly plastic species
[see discussion in (28)]. In total, 36 dominant Porites ITS2 sequence
variants were present across the 67 colonies sequenced with both
metabarcoding and 2b-RAD. Of these, 28 sequences were also
found across the other colonies in the dataset and were thus used
as barcodes to assign lineages. One dominant sequence variant
was found in both PKir-1 and PKir-2, making it uninformative
for lineage assignment. However, this sequence variant was relative-
ly rare across the dataset (ASV9: 23 of 315—7% of colonies). Several
uncommon ITS2 sequence variants (n = 7) were not found in any
samples assigned using 2b-RAD, preventing lineage assignment of
colonies that had them. In total, we were able to assign 95% (300 of

315) of colonies included in this study using either 2b-RAD or ITS2
metabarcoding data. Of the 5% remaining colonies, ~1% (4 of 315)
were unassigned due to unknown sequences (i.e., those not present
in 2b-RAD samples), ~2% (7 of 315) were unassigned due to the
dominance of the ambiguous sequence shared by two lineages
(and are therefore from either PKir-1 or PKir-2), and ~1% (4 of
314) were unassigned due to a lack of sequence reads altogether.
Unassigned colonies were excluded from analyses comparing
cryptic lineages.

Testing hypotheses of host-symbiont coevolution
Leveraging colonies that had been sequenced with both 2b-RAD
and ITS2, we tested for cophylogeny between Porites colonies and
their Cladocopium symbionts using three different methods. For all
three methods, we used outputs from SymPortal (MED sequences
and ITS2 profiles) to characterize symbiont assemblages. First, we
tested for a phylogenetic signal on individual C15-type MED se-
quence variants by using a phylogenetic tree produced for these col-
onies and calculatingMoran’s I and Blomberg’sK for each sequence
separately. Second, we did the same tests but using ITS2 profiles. For
both of these analyses, we used Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) correc-
tions for multiple comparisons and excluded variants that were
present in <10% of samples (leaving 31 MED sequences and 3
ITS2 profiles). Because only common sequences were included in
the first analysis, all MED sequences analyzed in this regard were
considered DIVs by SymPortal. Third, we used PACo implemented
in the R package “paco” (102) to test for cophylogeny between the
colony-level Porites phylogeny and a symbiont ITS2 profile tree
constructed using unifrac dissimilarity as a distance metric. In all
analyses, we used a maximum likelihood phylogeny of Porites col-
onies, which was inferred in RAxML (103) using neutral loci (see
below) and an SNP P value of 1 × 10−5 and a MAF filter of 0.05.
A GTRGAMMA model and 100 rapid bootstraps were used along
with the resulting concatenated sequence matrices.

Analyses of genetic divergence and demographics between
lineages
BayeScan v. 2.1 (104) was used to identify a set of putatively neutral
loci. The FST outlier method implemented in BayeScan identified
outliers using 5000 iterations, 20 pilot runs with length 5000, and
burn-in length of 50,000. We used the default prior odds of neutral-
ity (10) and a q-value cutoff of 0.50 after false discovery rate (FDR)
correction for removing all putatively nonneutral loci. To determine
genetic differentiation between lineages, ANGSDwas used to calcu-
late the site allele frequency (SAF) for each lineage using no MAF
filter (363,736 loci) and neutral loci only and then realSFS calculated
the site frequency spectrum (SFS) for all possible pairwise compar-
isons. These SFSs were used as priors with the SAF to calculate
global FST. Here, only weighted global FST values between lineages
are reported. ANGSD was used to obtain 100 series of five block-
bootstrapped SFS replicates, which were averaged to create 100
bootstrapped SFS for each lineage. SFS was polarized using the P.
lutea genome as an ancestral reference. Multimodel inference in
Moments was used to fit two-population models [https://github.
com/z0on/AFS-analysis-with-moments (105)], and all unfolded
models were run on 10 bootstrapped SFS and replicated six times.
The best-fit model was then selected based on lowest AIC (Akaike
information criterion) value. Parameters [i.e., migration, epoch
times, and effective population sizes (Ne)] for the best-fit model
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were obtained by running the best-fit model on 100 bootstrapped
SFS and replicated six times. Additionally, we ran the unsupervised
analysis StairwayPlot v2 (106) to one-dimensional SFS as a second
effort to reconstruct effective population sizes. For all demographic
analyses, we used a mutation rate of 1.38 × 10−9 [from the 0.138%
per million years substitution rate in Prada et al. (107) calculated for
the Porites genus] per base per year and generation time of 6 years.
The generation time was calculated from the average reproductive
colony size of P. lutea [8-cm diameter; (108)] and average growth
rate of 1.3 + 0.3 cm/year for P. lobata (109). Note that adjusting
the generation time should have no impact on the interpretation
of the results beyond affecting age values. Relative population
sizes and introgression estimates should be robust to changes in
generation time. Nonetheless, we ran the StairwayPlot analyses
using two other generation times to ensure that this was the case
(18 and 35 years; see figs. S22 and S23). Small variation in historical
Ne between runs with different generation times was due not to
changing the generation time but rather to the variation in Ne esti-
mation that occurs with random subsampling of the AFS. Regard-
less, trends in the last 500 ka (thousand years) were consistent across
all three generation times.

Identifying genes under selection across lineages
Additional filtering of loci was conducted before outlier analyses,
which included SNP P value 1 × 10−5 (SNPs were hard called for
this analysis) and MAF < 0.05 (4956 loci). Our data were subset
to include only two pairs of lineages for each comparison. The
aim of this approach was to isolate outlier loci between the PKir-3
and versus both PKir-1 and PKir-2 to look for candidate genes that
might explain the differential mortality outcomes. First, PCAdapt v.
4.3.3 (110) was used to determine the optimal K for all pairwise
comparisons using a score plot displaying population structure. A
K of 2 was selected for all pairwise comparisons between all lineage
pairs, and P values were extracted from PC1, which separated each
lineage pair. We performed an FDR correction on these P values to
create converted q values, which were transformed using a BH cor-
rection to account for themultiple comparisons between lineages. A
q value of 0.05 was used as a cutoff for determining outlier loci, and
annotated genes [using the annotation file from (111)] 1 kb up-
stream or downstream of this outlier locus were reported.

Statistical analyses
For all statistical analyses, we excluded colonies that we were unable
to assign to lineage (n = 15). To test whether lineages were nonran-
domly distributed across the island and across the human disturb-
ance gradient before the heatwave, we conducted a Fisher’s exact
test and a multinomial regression, respectively. We also conducted
pairwise Fisher ’s tests (correcting with Bonferroni method)
between each combination of regions to determine which regions
differed significantly in lineage relative abundance. For geographic
effects, we divided the island into four regions (North Lagoon Face,
n = 3 sites; Vaskess Bay/South Lagoon Face, n = 5 sites; Bay of
Wrecks, n = 2 sites; and North Shore, n = 3 sites; fig. S5), while
we treated human disturbance as a continuous predictor of
lineage. We also tested whether algal symbiont communities dif-
fered across lineages before the heatwave, using a PERMANOVA
on the MED sequence matrix output from SymPortal and on the
Cladocopium ASV matrix generated from dada2. We visualized
MED sequence ordinations (Fig. 3, A and B) using only sequence

reads from the Cladocopium C15 clade but included all Clado-
copium variants in our ordinations on ASV data. We tested for
effects of coral lineage and human disturbance on total survival,
by conducting a binomial logistic regression with these two vari-
ables and an interaction term between them. We performed a
similar test with tissue loss as a response using a quasibinomial lo-
gistic regression given that these data were proportions. Using the
colonies that were assigned to a lineage and tracked through the
heatwave (n = 78), we tested whether colony size differed between
lineages using an ANOVA. We also tested whether there was an
effect of size or a size-by-lineage interaction with respect to both
total mortality and tissue death using GLMs (binomial and quasi-
binomial, respectively). We tested for differences in categorical
bleaching status across lineages both early and late in the heatwave
using ordinal logistic regressions. These analyses were run primarily
using the following packages in R: ape (112), bayesfactor (113),
dada2 (98), paco (102), phyloseq (99), tidyverse (114), vegan
(115), and vgam (116).

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S23
Tables S1 to S9
Legends for files S1 and S2

Other Supplementary Material for this
manuscript includes the following:
Files S1 and S2
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